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An Approximation Theorem for Continuous Functions on 
Lp(1 ~< p < oo) Spaces Including Representation* 
N. U. AHMED 
Department ofElectrical Engineering, Ottawa University, Ottawa, Canada 
The paper presents an approximation theorem, somewhat similar in content 
to Stone-Weierstrass theorem for continuous functions defined on L~ (1 ~< 
p < oo) spaces. The result also includes an explicit representation of such 
functions. This result is useful for approximate representation of physical 
systems whose output depends continuously on its input data. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the problems of synthesis of nonlinear systems, Volterra series 
(Volterra, 1959, p. 20) appears to have been widely used in the literature 
(Ahmed, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1973; Oguztoreli, 1966; Volterra, 1959; 
Wiener, 1958). Justification for its use appears in a theorem due to Frechet, 
as given in Volterra (1959, p. 20) and Oguztoreli (1966, p. 113). However, 
Frechet's theorem is proved only for the space of continuous functions. In  
the form of multiple stochastic Wiener integrals the justification appears in 
Wiener (1958, pp. 39-40) implicitly and in Ahmed (1970) explicitly. 
In this paper we present a rigorous justification of this representation for 
the L~ (1 ~< p < oo) spaces. Toward this goal we present below the result 
due to Frechet. Let I denote a closed bounded interval of the real line R 
and C(I, R) denote the space of continuous functions on I with values in R. 
THEOREM 1 (Frechet) (Oguztoreli, 1966, p. 113; Volterra, 1959, p. 20). 
Every continuous functional f: C(I, R) ~ R, I C R, a closed bounded interval, 
can be represented by the expression 
f(x) = l imfn(x); 
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~vhere 
fn(x) . . . .  &s  [,' i1, "r2 . . . . .  To°) x('rl) "'" x(q's) dT l  ""  dTs 
s=0 js 
I× I× . . .× I  
s-copies 
g(n) C(I s, R), 0 ~ s ~ r~; r n -+  oo as  n ---+ ~)~ ~s  
and are determined by the functional f independently of x ~ C(I, R). Further, 
the series converges uniformly on any compact subset of C(I, R). 
This theorem is a generalization of the classical Weierstrass theorem, 
which states that every continuous real-valued function defined on a compact 
interval can be arbitrarily approximated by polynomials. In Frechet's 
theorem, polynomials are replaced by functional polynomials. The question 
that naturally arises is: Can such an approximation as well as the represen- 
tation theorem be proved for general Banach spaces ? In this paper, we have 
been successful in proving such a result for L~ (1 ~ p < oo) spaces only. 
This result is presented in Theorem 2, whose proof is based on several 
lemmas. 
2. THE APPROXIMATION THEOREM 
Our main result (Theorem 2) is based on several emmas, as presented 
below. 
LEMMA 1. For each p ~ [1, ~),  consider the Banach space L~(I, R), 
I closed bounded interval of the real line R, to be the space ofpth power Lebesgue 
integrable functions on I with values in R. Then L~(I, R) for each p ~ [1, oo) 
has a monotone Schauder basis. 
Proof. The proof follows from Mazur's theorem (Marti, 1969, Theorem 5, 
p. 61) and the fact that in a Banach space every basis is a Schauder basis 
(Marti, 1969, Theorem 3, p. 29). 
As a consequence of the above lemma there is a monotone Schauder 
basis {9~} for the Banach space B ~L~(I ,  R), I ~p  < oo. Let 
M~ ~ S--P{91,92 "" ~n} denote the closure of the linear span of {gt "'" 9n} 
and Pn the corresponding projection 
P~: B --+ M~ with H P~ 1[ -= 1. 
Clearly dimension (Mn) ~ n. 
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LEMMA 2. Let X be any closed bounded subset of B =--- (L~ , 1 ~ p < or) 
and X~ = PnX. Then {X,} is an expanding sequence of (strongly) compact 
subsets of X and the strong closure of the countable union of the sequence {X,~} is 
dense in X, i.e., Un°D1 X n = X. 
Let C(X, R) denote the space of continuous functions defined on X with 
values in R and define 
q,(f)  = sup Jf(x)J, fe  C(X, R), 
x~X n 
for each positive integer n. Clearly, f being continuous and X~ compact, 
qn is well defined. 
LEMMA 3. Q ~ {q~} is a family of seminorms on C(X, R) and (C(X, R), Q), 
denoting the space C(X, R) equipped with the family of seminorms Q, is a 
seminormed space. 
Proof. That Q is a family of seminorms follows from the facts that for 
each positive integer n 
(i) q•(f + g) • q,(f) 4: q,(g) 
and (ii) q,(Af) = ]A ] q,( f)  
for all f, g e C(X, R) and A any scalar. To prove that (C(X, R), Q) is a semi- 
normed space it is only required to show that, fe  C(X, R) and qn(f) = 0 
for all positive integers n, imp ly f  ~ 0 on X. Suppose this is not true; then 
there exists xoeX and 13 > 0 so that ]f(Xo) [ ">/3. Choose an arbitrary 
number 0 < • </3.  By continuity of f on X there exists a 3 = 3(e) > 0 
so that 
j f(xo) - -  f(x)l < • for all x e X (h {x: kl Xo - x ]l < 3}. 
By Lemma 2 there exists a finite positive number n~, corresponding to the 
number 3, so that 
O(Xo, Xn) ~ I2~ ~ {l! x0 --  x 11} < ~ 
for all n >/n~. Let x* e X~ so that 
rl x0 - x*  I1 = p(Xo, X.~). 
Clearly x* e {x: ]J Xo --  x i1 < 8} n X~8 and consequently f(x*) = 0 and 
lf(x0)l <~ I f(m) - - f (x*) I  + If(x*)l < ~, which is a contradiction. 
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Let 7 o denote the topology induced by the system of neighborhoods 
{N(E, Qo), E ~ O, Q0 c Q} of the zero element in C(X, R), where 
N(~,Qo ) ~ { fe  C(X, R): q(f) < e, qeQo }. 
Let (C(X, R), "to) denote the corresponding topological vector space. 
LEMMA 4. The space (C(X, R), 70) is a locally convex linear topological 
vector space (LCTVS) and that it is metrizable with the metric d defined as 
1 qn( f  - -  g)  
d(f,g) = ~--2U 1 +q, ( f - -g )  " 
Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that every 
seminormed linear space is a LCTVS and conversely (Laresn, 1973, 
Theorem 2.3.1, p. 40). The proof of the last statement follows from the fact 
that every locally convex topology, given by a countable family of seminorms, 
is metrizable (Larsen, 1973, Theorem 2.5.1, p. 47) and the metric is given by d 
as defined in the lemma. 
Remark. Clearly, equipped with this metric, C(X, R) becomes a metric 
space. 
Before we can present our main theorem we need the following result. 
LEMMA 5. Every continuous, bounded, homogeneous f nction 
f . :  L.(I, R) --+ R, 1 ~ p < oo, 
of degree n has the representation 
fn(~) = f . . . f  K,(71,7= ,..., 7 , ) , (70  ~(7~) ... x(~-,) d71 d72 " ' "  dTn , 
In 
where K ,  ~ L~(I% R) with q = pip -- 1. 
Proof. The proof follows from repeated application of well-known Riesz 
representation theorem for continuous linear functionals on L,  spaces to the 
corresponding -linear form 
L. (x l ,  x~ .... , x.) : f . . . f  K.(~I,  ~ . . . . .  ~ . )  xl(~l) "x~(~2) "'" x.(~.) dT1 ..-dT. 
and then setting fn(x) = Ln(x, x,..., x). 
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DEFINITION. A regular functional polynomial Q,~ of degree m on 
L~(I, R) -+ R, i ~< p < co, is defined by 
Q~(x) = )5 f,(x) 
n=0 
where f~ is a continuous, hounded and homogeneous functional as defined 
in Lemma 5. 
With this preparation we may now present our main result. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be any closed bounded subset of B ~ L~(I, R), 
1 <~ p ~ ~,  and let GI denote the algebra of regular functional polynomials 
{Q~} on x .  Let (C(X, R), ":o) denote the LCTVS metrized by d. Then for every 
fe  (C(X, R), To) , and E ~ 0 there exists a finite integer m o and {Q0} G 
such that 
d(f, Qm °) < E for all m >/m o . 
Further Q O __+ f uniformly on every compact subset X o of X.  
Proof. By Lemma 2, X• C X is compact for each positive integer n. 
Further, the algebra ~ separates points of X and obviously tkose of Xn.  
Consequently it follows from the wellknown Stone-Weierstrass theorem and 
Lemma 5 that for each (positive) integer n, and everyfG C(X, R) and E > 0 
(withf considered restricted to Xn) there exists a Q~ a C/of degree s -~ s(n, ~) 
so that 
q, ( f - -  Q,) < c/2. 
Clearly, owing to linear independence, Qs, s = s(n, E), can be chosen for 
each n without altering the Kernels of the preceding terms. Then 
choosing an integer N large enough so that 2 -N < E/2 and defining 
m 0 = max:~<n.<z~ s(n, ~) it is easily shown, by virtue of Lemma 4, that 
d(f, Qm0) < ~. 
Hence for everyf~ C(X, R) we can find a sequence (Q0} G ~ so that 
d(f, Qs o) < ~ for all s >/- m o 
and that Qs ° --->f uniformly on every compact subset X 0 C X. 
Remark. Extension of the approximation theorems (Theorems 1 and 2) 
to L~(I, R~), 1 ~ p < ~,  is only a matter of interpretation of the multiple 
integrals in R n. Extension to other general Banaeh spaces would be of 
significant theoretical and practical interest. 
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3. SOME EXAMPLES OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS SYNTHESIS 
In this section, we briefly mention some examples of nonlinear systems 
which are known to have explicit input-output representation i  terms of 
the Volterra series. 
(i) For nuclear power reactors it was shown (Ahmed, 1969, Example, 
p. 713) that the neutron density inside the core is given by the following 
integrodifferential equation, 
dn/dt = (g~(t) + folKs(t, T)u(.)dr)n(t) 
( *  t 
d- J0 K°(t -- T) n(T) aT d- g0(t), t ~ [0, T], 
where go, g2, and K 0 are functions dependent on reactor physics parameters, 
such as the initial concentration of delayed neutron emitters, their decay 
periods, and fraction of delayed neutrons of different groups, whereas the 
kernel K s corresponds to the impulse response of the servomotor driving 
the control rods. The input u represents he armature current of the motor. 
From this equation an explicit input (u)-output (n) relation was derived 
(Ahmed, 1969, p. 713) in which the kernels {L~(t, T x ,..., re), S = 0, 1, 2,...} 
were expressed in terms of the basic functions go, g2, Ko, and K 2 . The 
input u was assumed to be inL 2 , though this is true for anyL~, 1 ~<p < o% 
space. 
(ii) The Volterra series representation is known to hold true for 
stochastic systems also. For example, it is known (Ahmed, 1970, Proposition 3, 
p. 169) that for nonlinear Ito stochastic differential systems, with or without 
delay, the output is related to the input through a ¥olterra sereis acting on the 
Wiener process. For details see the references mentioned above. See also the 
example in Ahmed (1973). 
(iii) In nonlinear heat conduction problems (Ahmed and Teo, 1972, 
Example 3.1, p. 291), the Stefan-Boltzman condition gives rise to the 
requirement that the solution be sought in a L~ space with p :/= 2. In the 
spirit of this example one may find a Hammerstein series of the form 
f (x)  = (AG)(x) = • K.(t,  "1"'" T.) ]-I g( ' i ,  X(T,)) dTl"'" dT. 
= i=1 
to be more efficient (requiring fewer number of terms) for representation f 
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strongly nonlinear systems. In this case, if the nonlinear zeromemory 
operator G is no more than a power nonlinearity so that 
I Gx(.)l = I g(', x('))l ~< h(-) + ~ I x(')l" 
y>~ 1, c¢>~0 with hcL~(I) ,  
then K~(t,...) eLq~(I~)(p~ 1 - q~-i = 1) and x must belong to an L~ space 
with p ~ YqJ(q2 -- 1), q2 > 1. For example, if p2 = 2, ~ = 4, then p ~> 8. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In  this paper, we have presented an approximation theorem for continuous 
functions on L~(I, R) (1 ~ p < oo) spaces along with their representation 
by Volterra functional series. Approximation of continuous nonlinear 
operators from L~(I, R) to L,(I, R) by Volterra series may be proved exactly 
in the same way. Similar results have been reported in Porter, Clark, and 
Desantis (1974) and Desantis and Porter (1973) for C(X, R), where X is a 
compact subset of a Hitbert space. Our results cover these as special cases. 
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